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The COVID-19 pandemic continues 
to have a growing impact on the 
global economy, with uncertainty 
over the economic impact across all 
sectors of the economy against an 
ever changing situation.

The optical industry has been severely impacted since 

the UK went into full-scale lockdown on March 23, three 

days after the Government instituted restrictions on select 

businesses. The initial lockdown went into place for three 

weeks, with the duration to come under review at the end.

The lockdown was then extended with movement 

restrictions currently in place until May 7 at least. Easing 

of the lockdown will be asessed against 5 key tests. They 

include:

The Scottish and Welsh governments published 

frameworks, (week beginning April 27) on how they will 

make decisions to ease restrictions. On Sunday May 10, 

Boris Johnson is expected to outline a “comprehensive 

plan” on how to “get our economy moving”. 

How this plan evolves will depend on how ‘R’ - the 

reproduction rate (or reproductive ratio) unfolds as 

lockdown eases. R is the figure which governments 

around the world are using to monitor the impact of 

easing restrictions.

The intention is to keep this number below one, which 

means the number of COVID-19 cases is not increasing 

exponentially. Where R increases above one, a rise in 

infections and a further lockdown becomes more probable. 

This strategy will involve constant COVID-19 testing and 

modelling scenarios as each country ‘experiments’ with 

easing lockdown restrictions. For example, if R stays 

below one then, other things being equal, those parts 

of the economy allowed to reopen would mostly likely 

continue, but if R increased new restrictions might be put 

in place. 

If you would like a quick overview of ‘R’ you can read this 

BBC article, or this guide from Oxford University’s Centre 

for Evidence-Based Medicine (*see links in footnote). 

Before we review the industry insights from our survey, to 

aid your scenario planning, it is worth taking a step back 

to look at the macroeconomic impact and outlook from 

various market intelligence sources.

1 Economic impact escalating with ongoing restrictions on 
mobility expected

2 This is becoming a sovereign issue with extensive monetary 
and fiscal action taken by governments globally

3 Extent (and depth) of Supply and Demand challenges affecting 
all parts of the supply chain

4
Travel, ‘non-food’ Retail, Leisure, Construction and Industrial 
are sectors that are most effected mainly due to government 

policy causing a decrease in mobility and confidence

5 Businesses most at risk are operationally leveraged, with low 
cash reserves and limited cash levers

6
4 Key priorities for businesses - Protection of work force, 

Business contingency planning, Mid-term financial liquidity 
analysis, Post-lockdown management

OVERVIEW 

• Evidence the NHS can cope with the strain of new 

and specialist cases

• Evidence the daily rate of infection is consistantly 

declining

• A sustained fall in daily death rates

• Proof PPE and testing supplies can outlast present 

and future outbreaks

• No indication of an imminent second peak in Infections

CREDITS:
Special thanks to Trevor Rowley and the team at Optix, and Luke Wren and the team at Hakim Group.

References: EY: COVID-19 Restructuring perspectives, HSBC Global research: Non-Food retail - Addressing the key issues around COVID-19,
UK: Anatomy of the consumer 2020, EYP: Potential UK economic scenarios and their impact, Deloitte: COVID-19: lockdown exit and recovery

* http://www.cebm.net/covid-19/when-will-it-be-over-an-introduction-to-viral-reproduction-numbers-r0-and-re/  /  https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-52473523

http://www.cebm.net/covid-19/when-will-it-be-over-an-introduction-to-viral-reproduction-numbers-r0-a
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-52473523
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The COVID-19 health-cycle

The Disease Non Pharmaceutical Interventions

How the disease has and will progress if unchecked
Actions governments have taken to

suppress the spread of the disease

The NPI measures and their potential relaxation/alteration are the critical

transmission mechanics between the health and economic cycles

The COVID-19 economic-cycle

Supply Demand

Impact of NPI measures on supply, which tests 

business resilience but are mitigated by fiscal and 

monetary measures

Impact of NPI measures on consumer and business

demand, with mobility and confidence being key 

challenges, and mitigated by fiscal and monetary 

measures

The Macro-economic Outlook 
The impact of Non Pharmaceutical 
Interventions (NPI) on the Health and 
Economic outlook 

Economies around the world are experiencing challenges 

to both Supply and Demand as governments battle to 

suppress the spread of COVID-19 and minimise deaths 

as a result.

We have seen countries come to a near standstill over 

the past couple of months as Non Pharmaceutical 

Interventions (NPIs) measures have been put in place to 

slow the spread of COVID. NPI measures are causing 

significant damage to many sectors of the economy as 

enterprises either have to go into hibernation or operate 

in severely constrained ways. Most governments have 

introduced similar NPI measures and sought to offset 

their impact through monetary and fiscal stimuli. Interest 

rates are at an all time low and government assistance is 

at a level not seen in peace-time.

With more data and an improving understanding of how 

the virus behaves, increasingly the focus is now shifting 

from the health cycle to the economic and social impact 

and how governments start to balance these.
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The NPI’s imposed around the world have been extremely damaging economically… 

Until a vaccine is available, NPIs may need to continue with periodic easing and tightening to manage cases within ICU 

capacity, so focus is shifting to how to relax the most economically damaging measures.

Triggering of suppression strategies - stylised illustration

Every country is at a different stage of the pandemic 

and they are all balancing decisions on the basis of their 

health impact and economic severity.

• Epidemiological modelling of the outbreak has 

suggested that in an unconstrained world deaths 

would be very significant and ICUs overwhelmed. The 

NPIs reduce the scale of the outbreak but prolong its 

impact.

• These models are very sensitive to assumptions. The 

health cycle modelling did not consider the economic 

impact of NPIs chosen.

• Workplace and economic restrictions have been very 

damaging to the economy. Certain Asian markets 

have managed to implement more sophisticated 

and less damaging measures through larger testing 

programmes and track and trace, which are currently 

not widely available in Europe.

• The health modelling indicates that when NPIs are 

relaxed there is a significant risk that they would 

need to be re-introduced when there were secondary 

surges.

Credit - Deloite COVID-19: lockdown exit and recovery
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Deloitte UK analysis linking economic 
forecasts to predictions around NPIs/exit 

strategies

There is a very wide range of economic forecasts given 

current uncertainty. Here is an illustration of downside 

and upside cases around Deloitte UK’s baseline.

• These economic forecasts consider the level of NPIs 

and the impact that they impose on the economy (see 

RHS).

• The impact of the restrictions is non-linear with 

significantly greater damage caused at 8-10.

• As a base case forecast it is assumed that the 

relaxation of the NPIs begins in May.

• In the base case the economy recovers in 2021 as it 

bounces back from the disastrous 2020 performance.

• There is a broad range of possible outcomes, at the 

shortest end the economy recovers to its previous 

size in a year, on the downside it takes 3 years.

Re-opening illustratively in stages from right to left is 

likely to be alongside operational restrictions to achieve 

social distancing and improved hygiene NPI modifiers, 

Governments will typically look to accompany unlocking 

of specific measures with introducing the following to 

contain R0.

• Antigen tests - tests whether you have the virus, 

enabling people to stay in work or isolate to reduce 

infection

• Track and trace - to enable testing and isolation of 

known contacts during immune period

• Antigen tests - tests whether you have had the virus 

and may be immune, although immunity is not yet 

proven

UK

Scenario Recovery GDP peak 
to trough

GDP 2020 
vs 2019

GDP 2021 
vs 2020

Time to 
recover to 

peak

Key for level of NPI (scale below) Damage: capacity,
scarring, balance 

sheets*Apr May Jun Q3 Q4

Base H2 recovery -14% -6.8% +6.5% 7 quarters 8/9 7/8 6/7 5/6 3 Medium

Low Delayed, restricted, weak -20% -14.6% +0.6% 12 
quarters 8/9 7/8 9 9 8 High

High Convincing mid-year bounce -10% -3.9% +4.3% 5 quarters 8/9 7 6 5 2 Low

* Damage to the economic capacity and prospective demand: gauged by reference to insolvencies, redundancies, corporate and household balance sheet effects, 
financial stress, risk aversion. The impact of these scenarios varies considerably by sector.

*Impact of NPI measures on consumer and corporate demand, with confidence being key, and mitigated by fiscal and monetary measures 
Credit - Deloite COVID-19: lockdown exit and recovery
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The outlook varies across the key macro indicators depending on the type of recovery

Base Case (V-shaped) scenario Low Case (U-shaped) scenario

GDP growth Unprecedented drop in output in Q2, but similarly sharp recovery
More persistent GDP downturn more likely to translate into business 

failures - as in past recessions, but more severe?

Unemployment

Large reduction in active employment in Q2, with some job protection 

through the furloughed scheme, protecting incomes, and much is short

term.

Government measures are difficult to maintain in the longer term, as the 

additional debt results in significant damage to balance sheet strength. 

This results in greater degree of ‘real’ unemployment, and hence losses

Base Rates
Likely to be at zero for a number of years given lack of inflationary 

pressure

Likely to be zero, but with a small risk of interest rates being forced up by 

loss of confidence in sterling / financial markets

Consumer price inflation
Likely to be low for quite some time, given low oil prices and general 

deflationary forces

Likely to be low, but there is a risk of high inflation if confidence in sterling 

is lost

House price inflation
Uncertain, but potential for only limited declines in prices if housing 

transactions are able to pick up again in late 2020

Decline in transactions and confidence would be likely to feed into sharp 

house price falls. Outlook much worse if the financial system weakens.

Credit - Deloite COVID-19: lockdown exit and recovery
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COVID-19 Potential UK economic scenarios and their impact

* Implied economic impact is illustrative and not a forecast

Potential economic scenarios associated with COVID-19 recovery

In all scenarios the UK economy is expected to enter an initial period of contraction, with lead indicators of which of 

the subsequent recovery scenarios is most likely to be informed by a number of variables including: the strength of the 

Government’s social distancing measures, potential curative treatments and/or testing programmes. The speed of recovery 

across all of these shapes will also impact government fiscal policy and other government interventions as we come out of 

this unprecedented time. The speed of the recovery will largely depend on consumer mobility and confidence which most 

likely will see a sharp upturn if viable pharmaceutical treatment or vaccines become available.W
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Credit -EY Parthenon: COVID-19 Potential UK economic scenarios and their impact

V scenario

A single and sustained hit to the UK economy 

triggered by an extended period of strict Government

mandated social distancing lasting 3-6 months from 

March H2 2020.

W scenario

Initial drop in demand due to prevention measures 

and economic uncertainty, followed by reversion to 

pre-COVID-19 levels of demand; a subsequent drop 

due to second wave of COVID-19 infections and 

response measures.

“tick“ scenario

Repeated dips in demand, caused by multiple 

waves of viral outbreak and prevention measures 

(see diagram on page 4), each followed by a small 

recovery period, with downside reducing each time 

as medical treatments and resilience increase.
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* Oxford Evolutionary Ecology of Infectious Disease Lab. Source: EY Parthenon research and analysis, Imperial College London

Credit -EY Parthenon: COVID-19 Potential UK economic scenarios and their impact

What do you need to believe?

• Effective control of the virus spread through strict 

social distancing measures

• In the absence of further interventions, the 

epidemic can be isolated and eradicated in 3-4 

months

OR;

• Per Oxford University modelling, only 1 in 

1,000 infections will require hospitalisation* and 

therefore over 60% of UK population has already 

been infected (as of 1 Apr)

What are the leading indicators?

• Local transmission rates in dip within 4-6 weeks 

of strong social distancing and do not rebound as 

measures are relaxed (Italy and Spain will provide 

leading examples)

• Extensive antibody testing programme reveals 

60%+ of UK population has already had virus

Likelihood (Apr-20) 

What do you need to believe?

• Initial period of social distancing does not stop 

the spread of COVID-19 via asymptomatic 

carriers

• Incidence rate is seasonal, cases decline over 

summer before rebounding in autumn, following 

the same pattern of the 1918 Spanish Flu

• Two periods of social distancing will successfully 

bring COVID-19 under control, or an antiviral is 

identified in the near term and quickly rolled out to 

ease ICU capacity constraints

What are the leading indicators?

• Rebound in cases in lead countries with similar/

stricter measures (China, S. Korea, Italy)

• UK testing capacity increases coupled with 

contact tracing of new cases by winter 2020; 

isolating carriers and eradicating the virus after 

second major outbreak (e.g. S. Korea at present)

Likelihood (Apr-20) 

What do you need to believe?

• A 12-18 month long spread of the virus until a 

vaccine becomes widely available

• COVID-19 mutation rate is low; no re infection of 

previously infected individuals within 6-9 months

• Developing herd immunity and increased NHS 

capacity to manage live cases sees lower 

economic impact over time as measures are less 

restrictive allowing phased return to BAU

What are the leading indicators?

• Widespread antibody testing indicates increased 

immunity in the broader population over time

• Government establishes clear protocols and 

thresholds for social distancing measures to come 

into effect and monitors COVID-19 outbreaks 

through active testing

Likelihood (Apr-20) 

What would you need to believe in each scenario?
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Needless to say most of us have never known a more 

turbulent period for our businesses than the past two 

months. The early 1980s recession, the 2008 financial 

crisis and its aftermath, and more recently Brexit – 

all resulted from structural and largely supply-side 

challenges.

The pandemic has touched all parts of society and 

impacted on all areas of economic activity, creating an 

unprecedented seizing up of both supply and demand.

Whilst the immediate shock of lockdown has 

been intense, the impact has been limited and the 

government’s fiscal and monetary response has helped 

provide some breathing space for many businesses 

including optical practices.

During this period, practices of all sizes have had to 

revaluate fundamental questions about their business and 

the future roadmap. Practice owners have been reflecting 

on their short and long-term strategy. In between 

webinars and the odd triage call, forums have been 

flooded with discussion around future focused topics 

such as eyecare payment plans, NHSE vs Private, choice 

of tonometry etc.

Executive summary 
The very fact that the fundamentals of high street 

optometry are being so fiercely debated highlights the 

fact (to quote the Chief Executive of the General Optical 

Council), that “COVID-19 has impacted the way we (GOC) 

currently regulate, and will no doubt impact the future of 

the optical professions.”

Practices have been quick to keep their teams safe, have 

adapted operational processes to work remotely where 

possible and have worked through furlough and other 

grant/ relief schemes to maximise resilience. 17.3% of 

practices have completely closed during the lockdown, 

whilst the remaining 82.7% have remained open but with 

restricted access, mainly for essential and emergency 

care.

The lockdown has seen a period of hyper-communication 

from everyone who you would normally procure a 

products or service, whether it be hotels or your local 

supermarket, wanting to keep you updated on the latest 

steps they are taking in response to COVID-19.

The government has maintained a daily briefing which 

even my mother eagerly awaits at approximately 5pm 

with her tea and digestives! Optical practices have 

ensured that they have kept their patients updated, with 

93% choosing the phone as their medium of choice.

Social distancing has led to more remote working formats 

with 93.2% of respondents using remote triaging and 

43.8% utilising video/image consultations. 92.5% of 

respondents have helped communities adhere to the 

governments ‘stay at home’ advice with home delivery.

Looking at adaptive measures, safety was the key driver 

for most practices with the top 3 changes that owners 

were looking into, sanitising equipment 79.7%, infection 

control 75.8% and protective furnishings 38.1%. Whilst 

the challenges of obtaining PPE have been widely 

reported, there has been just as much discussion on the 

forums on what ‘fit for purpose’ looks like in a high street 

optical retail setting.

Our survey results were based on 
943 respondents representing an 
estimated 2000 practices from 
across Scotland, Wales, Northern 
Ireand and England. A survey link 
was circulated over a 4 day period 
between Tuesday 28th April and 
Friday May 1st 2020.
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The guidance has taken time to emerge and will no doubt 

evolve over the coming weeks as we exit lockdown. 

21.2% of respondents reported that they would open 

longer hours to manage social distancing.

The main catalyst for business normality will be the 

mobility of the population, driven by government advice 

as well as their own willingness to move around. From 

time to time as the virus is contained, in the absence 

of suitable treatment or a vaccine, mobility may well 

fluctuate, as the elderly and those who are being shielded 

continue to observe a stricter level of social distancing. 

Interestingly, when asked about travelling to industry 

events, only 36.5% felt comfortable travelling to industry 

events for the remainder of 2020.

Practice owners have been getting to grips with their 

understanding of furlough and government support. With 

announcements expected imminently, the main area of 

focus (and support needed) now is on preparing to exit 

lockdown - 86.6% of which said that was now their main 

focus. Whilst appointment books have been quiet, 65.8% 

of respondents have been filling their time with webinars, 

general business management 65.4% and 63.1% 

planning for the future.

For most business owners, their personal and business 

stress is symbiotic and most people acknowledge that we 

are a long way from sailing out of choppy waters. 

As unwelcome as that will sound to those practice 

owners that have already dug so deep, we need to now 

brace ourselves for the next phase as we look to exit 

lockdown and make critical decisions around practice 

staff, reforming the customer journey, remote methods 

of healthcare and the omnichannel experience for our 

customers.

The cumulative impact of all of these may create 

changes that could be long term and widespread. During 

lockdown, decision making has been based on imperfect 

information and predicting how people are going to 

behave is like throwing darts in the dark. Making too 

many assumptions about what the recovery will look like 

and what the ‘new normal’ might look like is unhelpful and 

premature, however a degree of informedness is certainly 

necessitated. For practice owners considering their next 

steps, there are some specific considerations worth 

reflecting on which we have outlined towards the end of 

the report.

The word crisis has been used repeatedly by the media 

over the past few weeks. Whilst the virus appears to have 

originated from Wuhan in China (the Trump administration 

has even called it the ‘Chinese virus’), the famous John 

F Kennedy quote comes to mind, ‘The Chinese use two 

brush strokes to write the word ‘crisis’ (危机). One brush 

stroke stands for danger, the other for opportunity. In 

a crisis, be aware of the danger – but recognise the 

opportunity.’

So, in conclusion, don’t do ‘nothing’ but don’t try to do 

‘everything’ either. A middle ground is needed to keep 

moving your business forward. The most important thing 

is to know what the levers are within your business that 

you can pull to make sensible and timely changes, make 

sure they are available and be ready to pull them at the 

right time.

Change is the law of life, and those who only look to the 

past or present are certain to miss the future... (another 

JFK quote!)

Wishing you and yours all the best for the future

Imran Hakim
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PREPARING TO EXIT LOCKDOWN 

Supply

How will your key suppliers be impacted and what 
constraints and risks do you need to consider?

What support will you need from them, or, are they 
willing to offer?

How are you working with your suppliers on 
restart?

What contingency plans do you have for a failure 
in your supply chain?

What is the impact of any contractual breaches to 
service agreements you might have in place?

How are you resolving any breaches?

If volume is subdued for a period of time, how will 
you adapt your strategy around sell through and 
restocking?

Do any infection control measures need to be in 
place for any goods received from suppliers?

Are any price increases expected on certain 
products due to supply / demand impact?

Is there an opportunity to collaborate closer with 
a joint business plan and work in partnership with 
some of your key suppliers?

Demand

What has been the impact of lockdown on your 
customers confidence to restart purchases?

What are your key revenue opportunities and how 
are you prioritising these within social distancing 
and regulatory constraints?

Do your plans for digital need to be accelerated?

What is your strategy around price against the 
backdrop of subdued volume?

How will demand ramp up immediately post 
lockdown?

How will your product mix/ order value change?

What can you offer to stimulate demand?

How (dynamically) are you forecasting demand 
and the necessary resources needed to maintain 
service levels?

How will your communication channels change 
and what people changes will you need to make to 
accommodate this?

What teleoptometry methods are you using?

Operational

What measures will you implement re social 
distancing post-exit?

How are you taking advantage of this opportunity 
to reshape your business?

Are you fundamentally reassessing your cost base 
and operating model to the next normal and/or 
reduced demand?

Is this the time to focus on more profitable parts of 
your business?

What new opportunities does COVID-19 bring?

How will you prioritise Capex spend (e.g. 
investment in digital or equipment)?

What future scenarios are you considering and 
modelling?

How easily can you ramp up/down your labour 
cost in response to fluctuating demand?

What systems and process changes do you need 
to make to support new ways of working?

What consideration has been given to optical 
technology you may need to adopt?

Strategy

What will the future customer journey look like and 
are there new responsibilities that need adding to 
certain roles?

What work currently delivered onsite can be done 
remotely?

How are you communicating with furloughed staff?

How will you phase them back in post-lockdown? 
Will you bring all back?

What actions have you taken to maintain morale 
and support mental health?

How are you redesigning the work place and 
working practices for social distancing?

Are you separating teams in case one needs to be 
quarantined?

How will you mange messages if demand leads to 
redundancies?

Have you thought about your response to a second 
lockdown situation?

How will you adapt your recall strategy for bringing 
back existing patients?

General Lockdown exit and recovery questions for optical practices to consider

Financial Clearly, assessment and planning around the financial implications, off the back of the answers to the questions above, will be critical to ensure that your business remains resilient through the 
pandemic. Financial planning templates can be found on the strongertogetheroptics website or by emailing lukewren@hakimgroup.co.uk

mailto:lukewren%40hakimgroup.co.uk?subject=
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Preparing to Exit Lockdown 

Key themes

Restricted mobility
Restricted customer and employee mobility may impact demand and staff availability especially for face-to-face interactions. Digital technology is playing 

an increasing part in the customer journey whilst social distancing measures are still in play, and some of these changes may stay with us post COVID-19.

Regulatory changes

The challenges to accessing PPE has been widely publicised. Being able to demonstrate adequate social distancing and infection control measures will 

be critical to bolster staff as well as customer confidence. Restrictions on routine eye examinations could continue for some time. New frameworks for 

collaborative care are being rapidly deployed with the likes of CUES. These may provide a platform for future reform.

Supply chain 

disruption

Factory closures during lockdown in China as well as Europe, reduced capacity and restricted transport may result in shortages for certain products. At the 

same time suppliers are also feeling the pressure of exponentially reduced retail demand.

Cost containment

and cash preservation

Businesses directly impacted by reduced sales due to social distancing may seek to manage costs and preserve cash if substantially subdued trading 

continues for consecutive quarters, especially as the availability of furlough is eventually removed.

Capital investment 

delayed

Weak business confidence and unknown depth / duration of COVID-19 may delay or significantly reduce investment activities. However, demand could be 

driven by a changing customer journey necessitating a need for investment into technology required to trade against a COVID-19 backdrop.

Weak consumer

and business 

confidence

Once lockdown is lifted, restricted mobility especially for the elderly will continue to have a negative impact on footfall. Successful containment of the virus, 

and the availability of treatments / vaccine will provide the catalyst to a faster recovery. Unemployment may reduce average spend, however liquidity in the 

economy is far better than during the financial crisis which may help mitigate the impact.

Reduced mobility and confidence will be the key components
of the challenges faced by optical businesses as we come out of lockdown
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What is your normal role within the practice?Which of these best describes your role?

Extracts from survey responses 

Optometrist 75.55%

Dispensing Optician 9.30%

CLO 0.80%

Receptionist 2.64%

Administration / Management 11.71%

Practice owner 58.11%

Practice employee 27.68%

Supplier 2.76%

Other 11.45%
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What is the current status of your practice?How many locations does your business operate from?

1 53.04%

2-3 26.52%

4-10 12.86%

10+ 7.58%
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What methods have you used since lockdown to contact your 
patients? (tick all that apply)

What services are your practice currently offering?
(tick all that apply)

Phone calls 92.99%

Emails 83.54%

Text messages 61.47%

Letters/Postcards 20.67%

Social media 70.40%

None 1.93%

Emergency care 82.66%

Essential appointments 77.76%

Remote triaging 93.17%

Home delivery 92.47%

Online sales 26.97%

Online frame selection 15.06%

Virtual try-on 2.10%

None 0.88%
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Are you using any of the following Telehealth options? Are you considering any remote refraction systems?

Yes 6.01%

No 93.99%

This question was a bit ambiguous and there were a mixture of responses from those respondents interpreting this to be 
referring to in practice refraction systems rather than remote ‘off-site’ refraction solutions. The most popular answers 
included; OKKO health, Computerised phoropter head, Autophoropter, autorefractor, essilorR800, Thomson test chart, 
CV5000, RT5100, RT6100.

Phone consultation 81.08%

Video/image consultation 43.84%

Mobile apps 14.56%

None 18.47%
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Are you looking to add any additional equipment to your 
practice to adapt to Coronavirus? (tick all that apply)

Which of the following changes are you considering? (tick all that 

apply)

Fundus Imaging device 5.41%

Enhanced consulting room 
equipment 15.02%

Pre-screening equipment 6.76%

Protective furnishings 38.14%

Infection control barriers 75.83%

Sanitising equipment 79.73%

None 8.56%

Locked door policy 56.16%

One in - One out policy 62.91%

Pre-visit history and symptoms 56.31%

Temperature check for patients 23.72%

A plastic screen in reception 56.46%

PPE for staff 87.84%

Rearranging patient journey 56.16%

Changes to practice layout 40.24%

Split teams working on rotation 34.38%

None 2.85%
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Have you had contact with anyone who has tested positive for 
COVID-19?

Assuming public health guidance allows, when do you anticipate 
being comfortable travelling to industry events?

Q3 2020 11.63%

Q4 2020 24.85%

H1 2021 27.62%

H2 2021 7.99%

Never again 0.87%

Unsure 27.03%

Yes 8.43%

Not that I am aware of 91.57%
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Have you been tested for COVID-19?

Understanding furlough 7.56%

Understanding government 
support 14.83%

Understanding Teleoptometry 
options 37.50%

Accessing PPE 67.01%

Negotiating with creditors 12.94%

Preparing for post lockdown 86.63%

HR advice to understand future 
staff changes 39.97%

Marketing ideas 44.77%

None 3.20%

Other (please specify) 6.10%

No 98.55%

Yes - Negative 1.31%

Yes - Positive 0.15%

What additional support would help you right now? (tick all that apply)



6 11.48%

7 13.81%

8 13.95%

9 4.36%

10 1.89%

0 0.58%

1 2.18%

2 5.52%

3 7.99%

4 7.70%

5 13.37%

6 13.95%

7 14.97%

8 19.04%

9 9.01%

10 5.67%

How would you rate your personal stress level? (scale of 1-10 where 1 is low stress and 10 is high stress)

How would you rate your business stress level? (scale of 1-10 where 1 is low stress and 10 is high stress)

100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

20%

10%
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100%
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10%
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

20%

10%

15%

5%

0%

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1.16%

1 7.12%

2 12.21%

3 10.90%

4 8.14%

5 14.97%
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May not re-open 0.58%

Shorter hours 7.70%

Unchanged 37.79%

Longer hours to manage social 
distancing 21.22%

Unsure 32.70%

Webinars 65.84%

General business management 65.41%

Triaging and servicing patients 67.01%

Planning for the future 63.08%

CET 45.35%

Other (please specify) 23.55%

How are you filling your time? (tick all that apply) Post lockdown do you anticipate changing your opening hours?
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Next Steps to consider 

Practice Team

	� Assess potential impact under a revised customer journey and social distancing 
measures.

	� Develop options to support a period of ongoing remote working and reduced footfall.

	� Think through your options and strategy in terms of bringing staff back as furlough 
grants are removed and ‘normal’ footfall catches up.

Operations and 

Suppliers

	� Review the operational risk of your customer journey and any changes to allow for 
infection control and social distancing

	� Understand your COVID-19 supply chain risks and impact of a fast ramp up as well 
as a prolonged period of reduced activity

	� Formulate your digital or omnichannel strategy as customers increasingly look for 
safer and more convenient ways of accessing your products and services

Communication 

strategy

	� Plan to overcommunicate both with your patients and practice teams. 

	� Maintain a clear communication channel especially whilst some employees might not 
be in practice to ensure you can stay agile in light of rapidly evolving guidance

	� Ensure that your marketing / communication with patients aims to build and maintain 
trust as well as reputation during this period. Email, SMS and web should be channels 
of choice currently.

Compliance and 

Regulation

	� Procure adequate PPE for the post-lockdown demand that you have modelled and 
identify sources for ongoing supply as required.

	� Ensure you are receiving all the ongoing regular updates from industry bodies to 
stay abreast of the rapidly evolving sector landscape.

	� In light of latest guidance, make the necessary ’COVID-19 update’ changes, in 
practice, to your website and any other marketing channels

Patients and 

Revenue

	� Revise your sales assumptions for ‘worse, expected, best’ case scenarios. Ensure you 
have a plan to throttle back costs or deploy more resources where necessary.

	� Prioritise actions to protect your existing customer first and adapt the tone of your 
recall marketing for the current climate.

	� Assess the marketing opportunities to build relationships with new patients in your 
area with a community focus on your messaging.

Financial 

planning

	� Whilst Cashflow is impaired, model the key data points you need to track to ensure 
you anticipate when any shortfall will need remedy

	� Speak to your advisors and ensure you have fully accessed all the financial support 
packages available

	� Plan your cost management strategy in detail for all your fixed costs, in the event 
that sales are substantially reduced for a significant period of time

Lockdown 

response and 

management

	� Whilst you have a quiet diary, spend some time putting together a Lockdown response plan, structured with clear workstreams, responsibilities and accountabilities.

	� Develop likely and reasonable worst case scenarios and their potential impact to support your business response planning.

If you have any any question on the contents of this document or would like to talk through any of these elements to sense check your approach, or to find out how we are approaching 

some of these areas at the Hakim Group, then please contact lukewren@hakimgroup.co.uk.

With so much that requires your attention right now, it is difficult to decide where to begin 

with the planning. Different practices will be in different states of readiness. Below is a 

brief checklist to get you thinking about the key considerations you may need to work 

through for your own business.

Each of the items are substantial workstreams in their own right. If you have been 

wrangling with the various facets of preparing to exit lockdown, then this would be a good 

starting point. If you have everything covered already, then it will serve as a useful sense-

check to interrogate your own plans.

mailto:lukewren%40hakimgroup.co.uk?subject=
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DISCLAIMER 

This document has been written in general terms 

and we recommend that you obtain professional 

advice before acting or refraining from action 

on any of the contents of this publication. The 

contents do not constitute advice or guidance of 

any sort.

This document also includes information that is 

based on assumptions and as such will be subject 

to significant uncertainties and contingencies. 

Accordingly, there can be no assurance that such 

statements, estimates and projections will be 

realised. The actual results may vary from those 

projected. The information that is contained in this 

document is derived from from the optical insight 

survey conducted as well as information which is 

available in the public domain.

All information and our interpretation is intended 

only to provide an illustrative analysis. Actual 

results may well be different from those projected 

due to unforeseen events and accordingly no 

assurance can be given as to whether or how 

closely the actual outcomes will correspond to the 

outcomes outlined in this document.

“ It is not the strongest of
 the species that surviVes,
 nor the most intelligent
 that survives. It is
 the one that is the
 most adaptable
 to change.” 
 Charles Darwin
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